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Miele Launches Complete Line of Rangetops 

Professional Rangetops Present the Pinnacle of Performance and Design 

 

Princeton, NJ – The precise performance found in the cooktop of the newly launch Miele Range is 

also available in Rangetop assortments. The all gas units, ranging in size from 30”, 36” and 48”, 

offer the sophisticated professional look reminiscent of the Range series.  

Innovative in Every Detail 

Each unit presents the ultimate flexibility in cooking with the M Pro Dual Stacked Burner System with 

capabilities that go as high as 19,500 BTUs, but low enough for TrueSimmer.  

Precise Performance 

For even more flexibility, the 36 and 48 inch models have the ability to be customized with an M Pro 

Grill or M Pro Infrared Griddle. The M Pro Grill offers high power output and even heat distribution for 

precise indoor grilling, while the M Pro Infrared Griddle presents an ideal cooking surface with 

constant power and heat control for desired results.  

Sophisticated Design 

Elements like the stainless steel backlit precision knobs (offered on all models) highlight the 

company’s attention to detail, while also serving as a safety function when the unit is in use. For easy 

cleaning and maintenance, the ComfortClean grates are dishwasher-safe and the unit has a Clean 

Touch Steel™ front that resists fingerprints and smudges.   

About Miele  

 

Founded in Germany in 1899 with a single promise of Immer Besser, a phrase meaning Forever 

Better, Miele has dynamically grown to become the world’s largest family-owned and operated 

appliance company with more than 16,600 employees, 12 production facilities and representation in 

nearly 100 countries. As a premium appliance brand represented on all continents, Miele is 

steadfastly committed to the highest quality, performance and environmental standards. Miele’s 
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range of exceptional consumer appliances includes: vacuum cleaners; laundry systems; rotary irons; 

dishwashers; ranges; built-in convection, speed, steam and combi-steam ovens; cooktops; 

ventilation hoods; refrigeration; wine storage and espresso/coffee systems.  

 

To learn more, visit www.mieleusa.com, www.facebook.com/mieleus, www.youtube.com/mieleus 

and follow us @MieleUSA. 
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